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Featuring a lot more than 225 user-friendly handouts and worksheets, that is an important resource for
customers learning dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) skills, and those who deal with them.s DBT®
Linehan' All the handouts and worksheets discussed in Marsha M. customers get quick, easy access to the
various tools recommended to meet up their particular needs. Purchasers also access a Website where
they can download and print additional copies of the handouts and worksheets. No skills training program
will include all of the handouts and worksheets in this book; Skills Training Manual, Second Edition, are
given, together with brief introductions to each module written expressly for customers. format and spiral
binding facilitate photocopying. x 11" The 8 1/2" Originally developed to treat borderline personality
disorder, DBT provides been demonstrated effective in treatment of a wide range of psychological and
psychological problems. Mental medical researchers, see also the writer's DBT® Skills Schooling Manual,
Second Edition, which provides complete guidelines for teaching the abilities. Also available: Cognitive-
Behavioral Treatment of Borderline Personality Disorder, the authoritative presentation of DBT, and
Linehan's instructive abilities training videos for clients--Crisis Survival Skills: Part 1, Crisis Survival Skills:
Part Two, From Suffering to Freedom, THAT ONE Moment, and Opposite Action.
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 Good stuff Very useful and informative Has acronyms to greatly help remember abilities and worksheets
to implement skills Great material This is a well written book and has great material but it had not been
the book that I needed. I've used it several times in the last 6 weeks since I purchased it, and not simply
for clients with Borderline Personality Disorder. If you are the owner of Linehan's original Skills Training
Manual (1993) and discovered it not really terribly user-friendly, you can be pleasantly surprised at how
attractive, obvious and useful the brand new handouts and worksheets are. Originally, these behaviors
were excellent defense mechanisms that enabled the victim to cope, but until the traumatic experiences
are faced within today's, the victim proceeds to believe the past may be the present. Using these DBT
worksheets help reveal how frequently and consistently we use destructive behavior, not realizing how or
when or why is causing such suffering lengthy after the experience ended. I was just in a position to
download the worksheets, and despite numerous email messages with Guilford, who do seem to be trying
to be useful, I was struggling to resolve this problem. It helped me with my thoughts and bringing them to
the office to speak about them. I like this reserve and it works well with the work I actually was doing
with my therapist. It is a discomfort to have to singly photocopy the handouts that I would like to share
with a customer... This book is a counterfeit edition, that i confirmed . and Marsha Linehan's staff. I
recommend it for therapy customers to in an effort to keep all your therapy homework organized. Life
changing skills Very useful to have in lifestyle.. I received the book needlessly to say.The best approach,
in my experience, would be to make a copy of any worksheet selected from the book, and just free-form
write down answers to the questions, without great deal of thought. I cannot even copy handouts for
clients. Counterfeit with pages missing The book is apparently not sold by the publisher, it's likely
counterfeit. There are plenty of odd typos, words, and entire paragraphs missing from the printing copy.
Not really what I thought it had been I thought this was a complete book of both handouts and
worksheets but from what I see it is just worksheets which can be confusing in case you are doing it on
your own. I now might have to choose the Teachers Edition. pragmatic for high emotionality Helps you
examine all parts of your life while offering easy homeworks to regularly practice. Gives you mental and
behavioral abilities to use in hard moments. Especially good for anyone who struggles with intense
emotions whether disordered or just via natural personality. Great book for therapy use! I also bought the
manual which describes skills in more depth with examples, which is especially good unless you want to
go through a DBT program. THE REALITY Shall Set You Free - and these worksheets help victims face
fears and heal so existence could be joyous again.! You can find gross grammatical mistakes, misspelled
terms, and missing phrases. The goal is to awaken yourself from the denial and avoidance behaviors that
keep the traumas alive in the mind's subconscious. Obtaining the words down in writing is area of the
healing up process.ONE BIG CAVEAT, nevertheless - the book's listing says that both handouts and
worksheets are downloadable - a large reason why I bought the book. Nevertheless, this is not true;The
worksheets address each of the 4 primary DBT skills, using a selection of techniques that help face buried
fears without triggering stress, fear, panic and sabotaging behaviors. Great resource for therapists and
clients My clients love these worksheets which format makes it simple to photocopy them to provide as
therapy homework.. Big book, plenty of good info! Some are self-explanatory but others are complicated
without context. You can be entirely self-motivated to go through the book, but you need to have
someone keep you in charge of practicing. EASILY had known that, I would have obtained the textbook,
also for the higher cost. I was doing this by myself in between my visits with my therapist. It proved
helpful well. I was glad I purchased it. They do claim that if you buy the textbook DBT® Abilities Training
Manual, Second Edition, you can download the handouts as well from the web site listed for the reason
that book. No problems here. Good stuff No complications here.Fantastic resource, but not exactly as
advertised As a therapist for the past 22 years, and the owner of over 500 books relating to the
profession, I can easily say that is probably the most valuable books in my own library. Would



recommend it for all those in DBT though! Very useful behavioral skills workbook Great exercises. If you
are a practitioner, I would suggest buying the reserve that accompanies this manual to better understand
the instructions and what each worksheet is definitely for. Got this publication for a class. Start my course
this week. Through just browsing, the book appears like it will be extra helpful! This book is a counterfeit
edition, which I confirmed with the Guilford Publications, Inc. Love this work Great!!! As a patient
diagnosed with C-PTSD, and experienced with the DBT behavior modification therapy treatment, these
worksheets are really important and incredibly effective if used consistently toward the goal of healing
deep traumatic experiences and the many complex ways the experience(s) manifest suffering in every
way, every day. It can help with my mood swings! I am becoming advised to let various other potential
buyers know. I came across the launch to be extremely informative. The workbook is certainly super easy
to check out and it doesn’t take much to determine. I can’t wait to see the outcome!
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